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Suicide resistant clothes hanger 
Durable patented hanger-rail with no ligature points*.

J-trac hanger system
Self-harm and suicide resistant hanger system

Replaceable card board hanger with durable 
hanger fixation disc.

Low weight to reduce risk for 
injuries.

Replaceable durable polyurethane foam 
hanger with durable hanger fixation disc.

Low weight to reduce risk for injuries.

Washable

* Points where it is possible to attach string or similar for self-injurious or suicidal purposes.
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Delivery and Warranty
Lead time from order is 2 weeks.

2 years guarantee against all manufacturing faults. 
The cardboard hanger is not eligible for warranty. 

Disclaimer, please see our website: 
www.healsafeinterior.com/disclaimer

Maintenance
Rail and plastic J-trac hanger fixation can be 
cleaned with alcohol or detergents. 

Cardboard J-trac hanger can be cleaned wih 
a dry cloth.

Mounting
Mount the rail with security screws JT-283. 
Snap disc open to replace or change hanger. 

Installation manual will be provided at order 
or on request.

Materials
J-trac hanger cardboard – Cardboard and Polyurethane
J-trac hanger polyurethane foam – Polyurethane
Rail and end stops – Aluminum

Technical data
1 hanger releases at 3.9 kg load
5 hangers release at 13.6 kg load

Hanger dimensions: width 42 cm, height 20 cm
J-trac hanger system is adapted to wardrobes with 
a width of 60 cm or less

Manufacuted in Sweden. Tested at RISE, Sweden.

Assortment / Colour
HS 902 J-trac  hanger, cardboard black/brown
HS 907 J-trac  hanger, PUR-foam black

HS 900 J-trac  hanger system* cardboard black/brown/white
HS 901 J-trac  hanger system* PUR-foam black/white

Wardrobe solution*: 5 hangers, hanger-rail, 2 end stops.

Sustainability
The plastic J-trac hanger has a very long durability. 

The Plastic J-trac hanger is recycled as plastic, card-
board as cardboard and rail and fittings as metal. 


